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Abstract 

Through the analysis of the relationship between current intelligence transportation 

and large data, after the theory of granular computing concepts involved in preliminary 

studies, For the current data mining of intelligent transportation ,we presents a Data 

Mining Model Of Intelligent Transportation Based on Granular Computing. Utilizing 

granular computing in data mining theory advantages, through constructing a new data 

mining model to solve the tlarge-scale, complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity problems of 

massive data from intelligent transportation. 
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1. Introduction 

With the process of modernization’s development, intelligent transportation has 

accumulated a mass of complex data. As a result, intelligent transportation raises new 

requirements on data mining. By this way we aim to increase the efficiency of 

transportation management and transportation service, through processing the data and 

comprehensive application. The service of level of transportation system is expected to 

improve, and the incidence of transportation accident is also hoped to reduce. So far, 

China intelligent transportation system has stepped into the stage of practical exploitation 

and application from the exploration stage. In term of application area, the intelligent 

transportation in China is mainly applied to informationization of transportation, urban 

road transportation control service, and urban public transportation. 

The basic thought of granular computing, which is the world view and methodology as 

the new emerging object in data mining, is to use the granular in the process of solving 

the problem. The granule is the group, class or clustering of element. The description of 

granular structure and the granular computing can be described from two dimensions. The 

former one focuses on the formation, expression and explanation of the granule. The latter 

one is to apply the granular to the process of solving problems. Granular computing has 

already been one of the main methods of soft computing. More details about the theory of 

granular computing will be introduced in the following. 
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2. The Basic Concept and Theory of Granular Computing 
 

2.1. The Basic Theory of Granular Computing 

 

2.1.1. Information Granule, Granular Layer, and Granular Structure: 

(1) Granule 

In different granular computing models, the granule is the simple block of the most 

basic elements, which delivers clearer meanings under different forms of the 

characteristics and performance of data and information. 

Definition 2.1 Granule: Provided there is the relationship R of domain of discourse 

between U and U that ii GUUUPU  )( , one iG  is a granule, of which R is 

some kind of relevant relation. 

Definition 2.2 Granularity: Provided there is the granulation ii GU    of domain of U 

and U, the granularity of iG  is 
iG

iii dxGGcardGd )()( . 

The granularity is the measuring standard for the “size” of the granule. A quantity of 

granules in different granularities form the granular layer. Generally speaking, the smaller 

the granular layer is, the clearer the description to the problem will be. 

(2) Granular Layer 

In most cases, granular layer is constituted by information granule measured by the 

granulating standard. In the same layer, all granules share thesame nature. In different 

layers, granules in higher layers are coarser than the counterparts in the lower one. Thus, 

the lower layer would be preferred to analyze problems more specifically, by which the 

addition of parts of nature would deliver more micromesh divisions. 

(3) Granular Structure  

The granular structure is the relation structure consisted by the interrelation among 

different granular layers, under the different granulating criterions. It is the combination 

of either a single multi-layer structure, or multiple layered structures. As a result, granular 

structure is able to analyze the system from multiple perspectives, more visualized and 

deepgoing. 

 

2.1.2.Information Granularity and Granular Computing: 

(1) Information Granularity 

Information granularity is a structural process. Simply speaking, it is the process that a 

granular layer comes out from the setting granulating criterion; is the creation of the basic 

unit of granular computing, including granule, granular view, granular net and 

hierarchical structure. Usually we decompose the coarse granule to get the fine granule by 

the top-down granulating method, or combine the fine granule to get the coarse granule 

through the down-top method. 

(2) Granular Computing 

Granular computing is usually used to solve the practical problem based on the 

different granules, granular layers and granular structures. The mutual transformation of 

the same problem in the same layer or among different layers helps us to raise the 

efficiency to solve these complex problems. Based on the deep analysis and study of 

granular computing theory, we discover that most discipline principles are interrelated. 

Meanwhile, granular computing and discipline are mutual independent. Once the thought 
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of granular computing is applied to solving the practical problem, granular computing 

would be likely to be applied to any area. 

 

3. A Data Mining Model of Intelligent Transportation Based on 

Granular Computing 

Due to the uncertainty, ambiguity, large-scale and complex of the massive 

transportation  data, for mining analysis of integration, pretreatment and subsequent 

across multiple data centers of mass urban transport information data, and unpredictable 

traffic system behavior, the task of urban traffic data mining reaches the bottleneck, using 

existing data mining algorithms is very difficult. So we propose the data mining model of 

intelligent transportation based on granular computing here. 

 Data Mining Model Of Intelligent Transportation 

Based on Granular Computing
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Figure 1. Data Mining Model of Intelligent Transportation based on Granular 
Computing 
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(1) Data Preprocessing 

When we conduct intelligent transportation data excavation, after screening data 

preliminarily from a data source, it must first is data preprocessing. 

For the most data mining algorithms, in order to continue to use, the continuous 

attribute data must be discreted. Discretization of continuous attributes is an important 

step in data mining study. The discrete method of granule calculation can be seen as split 

and merge ,Based on the interval merged guidelines given, under the premise of the 

minimized information loss, through adding to breakpoints to split adjacent intervals or 

removing breakpoints to merged adjacent intervals. 

We will see the all average values of two adjacent and not same property values form 

sample set as a candidate breakpoints, two adjacent candidate breakpoints consisting of an 

interval granule. To define evaluation criteria of merged range, at the same time, merging 

to achieve the most appropriate neighboring interval of the evaluation criteria value. thus 

the condition attribute range into a number of the appropriate interval granule, then using 

the selected interval granule to discrete for conditional attributes. 

For example, according to the value 1x , 2x ... nx  of conditions property named a， we 

can get the initial range granules that the amount is n when the average value is obtained 

by sorting from small to large of each attribute, The first interval granule referred to as 
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The second interval granule referred to as 
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By parity of reasoning, we can get  
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When the initial interval granule is the same as the total number of samples, that is, all 

the attribute values are different, each interval contains a property value. But there are 

more of the same attribute values in actual data, in order to get less initial interval granule, 

we can use some algorithms to find all non redundant breakpoints, at the same time, the 

two adjacent break points are formed into a sequence of intervals, thus we can obtain a 

smaller number of candidates for a set of breakpoints. 

After discretization of data attributes, there may be some part of the object attribute 

value is not unique or unknown, incomplete data processing is to be performed at this 

time. The definition of incomplete information system is given here: 

Definition 2.1 In information system ),,,( fVAUS  , if there is at least one 

property Aa and an object Ux make the value is default, it is called incomplete 

information system. 

In incomplete data processing, you can merge all attribute values with the same object 

and increase the number of a column for the same class of objects to make some small 

objects into a large object. Each object is a collection of small objects, and constitute an 

information granule, this process reduces the number of objects in the original decision 

system, the length of the decision table system is compressed, it accord with the thought 

of granular computing. 
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(2) Data Granulated 

After incomplete data processing, according to the data of the nature is not clear, or 

similar set of functional aggregation obtained an object, at this time, the data size is 

suitable for particle size. The same granular layer can be divided into the same granular 

information, at the same time to initialize the granular structure. The free switching of 

granularity takes into account the decomposition and combination of multiple granularity 

and the rapid construction of the corresponding solutions. Construction of the 

corresponding granular layer and the structure of each particle layer on some specific 

problems are needed to consider multiple granularity layers of information, and through 

using the "cross granularity" mechanism to solve the problem. From the whole process, it 

can be found that the original data whether has the appropriate size to provide guidance 

for confirming whether need to adjust and how to adjust collection of the generation data. 

Selection of data sources and data integration is to confirm which data to solve the 

problem may be helpful, and which is not related to the topic. 

 We according to the way that is the same attribute values to granulate, there is a 

information system }){,( dCATUS  , it is recorded as ),( GDGCUGS  after 

information granulated, for a decision table with value N, information system after 

granulated is recorded as ),,( NGDGCUGS  .  

(3) Rule Mining 

In this model, mining rules are called classification association rules. The attributes of 

information system reduced a lot after attribute reduction. A series of decision rules are 

obtained by the AND operation of each information granule after reduction and decision 

attribute granule. We can get the rules of reduction after putting the decision rule granule 

whose support degree and certainty factor (CF) reach the requirements into the rule base. 

Users give the support degree and CF threshold of rules and dig out the rules that meet the 

requirements of support and CF, we call it the rules automatically. It can also define the 

decision requirements or conditions requirements according to user requirements, and dig 

out the simplest rules that satisfy these requirements, we call them custom decision 

mining and custom condition mining. Finally explain the mining rules with the original 

meaning of the attribute. 

(4) Decision Application 

The function we design in this module is very little, because decision application 

requires people's subjective regulation and decision. Therefore it requires users determine 

whether it can be used in data decision, rules that not be used for decision must be 

abandoned; only those rules with high value or revealing the internal rules can be used for 

decision. The rules after the explanation are derived from data mining or the results of the 

coincidence of data. As this module involves more subjective regulatory judgments and 

does not involve the specific content of granular computing, we will not elaborate. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Intelligent transportation is an important part of smart cities and the basic necessities of 

life, and society and it plays a crucial role for the development of city. Granular 

computing, as the research object of artificial intelligence machine learning, data mining 

and other popular areas, is rarely applied to the development and construction of 

Intelligent transportation. So on this basis, this paper proposed the intelligent 

transportation data mining model based on granular computing. This model preliminary 

shaping and explorations are given a detailed explanation, and the thought and methods of 

analysis and solving problem of granular computing are integrated into this model, the 

unique advantages that using it to reduce uncertainty and complexity problem can solve 

the uncertainty, fuzziness and complexity in intelligent transportation data mining. 
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Because this paper only makes a preliminary study on the model, so we don’t make too 

much statement about some algorithms of data mining involved in this paper. We will 

continue to explore and research for future practical applications.  
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